
In December 2008, a team from Real Medicine  Foundation 
made its way to Kiryandongo Uganda, to visit the refugees we 

h d k d ith i  M  



The trainees, who had now been practicing acupuncture for 6 
months, turned out to greet us along with hundreds of people from 

the refugee community..



We were given prime seats to watch the special presentations that 
had been prepared.



Pastor translated Dr. John’s 
speech  of welcome from 
English to Swahili for the 

crowd.



The Nursery students were the 
first to take center stage.











Charles, Megan and Beth show the crowd their dance 
moves. 



Which was at least a little bit funny 
for most of the audience.



And for us!



But we’re easily 
outpaced by the young 

dancers.





Even Judah gets to 
show off his moves



And the children dance on



















Some traditional 
Sudanese music







A women’s group



Several dramatic 
productions were mounted; 

all of them about how 
acupuncture and other 
RMF programs have 

benefitted the community



The audience loved these!







By the end of the play, the characters 
wound up at the camp’s acupuncture 

treatment center



This family drama 
resolves happily



The RMF trained acupuncturists also put on a play.  
Here, James comes home and picks a fight with his 

wife before heading to the bar.



At the bar, James 
meets some barflies.  

Simon causes great 
hilarity by his frequent 

mobile phone 
conversations with his 

“country wife.”





Pastor comes by the bar and explains how 
acupuncture will relieve their stress so they can 

lead more productive lives (ie not sitting at a bar).



Winnie sets up a clean field at the acupuncture treatment site.  
We were really proud of the detail and adherence to protocol the 

trainees exhibited through this drama.



I asked the trainees later whether acupuncture had 
really made so much of a difference in the 

community.



James said he really was like his character in 
the play:  angry all the time, picking fights with 

his wife, taking too much alcohol.  After his 
first treatments back in May, he said his sleep 

has improved, his mood is so much better, 
and his whole family appreciates the changes 

in him.

Many other trainees also told stories of how 
acupuncture had improved their lives, and 
those of other people in the community.



After all the singing, dancing, and dramas, the community 
gradually goes back to daily life, and the RMF team begins the 




